Increased human activity in the Arctic will bring an increased need for maritime operations, ranging from peacetime search and rescue to sea control in times of conflict. Economic activity may outpace the ability of the US Navy and Coast Guard to develop capabilities to operate in the Arctic. Presently there is a very limited US icebreaker capability and no surface combatant ships are reinforced for operations in a sea-ice environment. The Marine Corps may execute a sea control mission in the Arctic to make up for the sea services capability gaps, operating in the straits and narrows that make up the Northwest Passage and the Northern Sea route where a land based force can gain an advantage.
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Executive Summary

Title: Marine Corps Equities in the Arctic

Author: Major Andrew C. Frantz, United States Marine Corps Reserve

Thesis: Marine Corps long-range planning beyond 2025 must account for an increasingly accessible Arctic and develop concepts for the employment of amphibious forces in an Arctic environment. Under the Single Naval Battle concept, a MAGTF is suited to fill sea control capability gaps the Navy faces in the Arctic. A MAGTF operating in the straits of the Arctic Ocean passages could establish multi-domain control of a localized area to deny or ensure access to resources and shipping lanes.

Discussion: Sea-ice has historically been the barrier to development and economic activity in the Arctic Ocean littorals. The ice in the Arctic is melting, opening up new shipping lanes and access to petroleum resources. The new shipping lanes, the Northwest Passage above Canada and the Northern Sea Route above Russia offer considerable fuel and time savings over the Suez and Panama canals. Petroleum is abundant in the Arctic. Estimates of the undiscovered oil in the Arctic range from 25 to 40 percent of the world’s supply. Human activity in the form of ship traffic and resource exploitation will increase in the Arctic in the mid to late 21st century as the ice melts.

Increased human activity will bring an increased need for maritime operations, ranging from peacetime search and rescue to sea control in times of conflict. Economic activity may outpace the ability of the US Navy and Coast Guard to develop capabilities to operate in the Arctic. Presently there is a very limited US icebreaker capability and no surface combatant ships are reinforced for operations in a sea-ice environment. The Marine Corps may execute a sea control mission in the Arctic to make up for the sea services capability gaps, operating in the straits and narrows that make up the Northwest Passage and the Northern Sea route where a land based force can gain an advantage. A land based sea control operation is not new to the Marine Corps.

During WWII, the Marine Corps employed Defense Battalions to defend strategically important Pacific Islands and secure the sea lines of communications between Hawaii and Australia. These combined arms battalions established forward air bases for operations against the Japanese and freed up surface combatants for other combat operations. The Defense Battalions provide the initial concept for the employment of a MAGTF in a sea control mission.

Conclusion: The Arctic is a region the Marine Corps must plan for in the years beyond 2025. New concepts for amphibious operations and novel employment of the MAGTF may grow from planning for Arctic operations. Thinking about the Arctic now by considering the complexities of the environment and how a future Marine Corps may operate in the region presents an opportunity to develop concepts and test them at the edge of current MAGTF and Joint Force capability.
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Preface

The Arctic Ocean and the North Pole have drawn man’s attention since the first compass pointed to the North. We may be witnessing a period when the Arctic transitions from an unknown and inhospitable region to a maritime commons more akin to the waters of south Asia. The future of the Arctic Ocean may be oilrigs, cruise ships and thousands of cargo ships sailing through its waters. Setting aside the environmental concerns this future raises, there are legitimate military concerns in a busy Arctic Ocean. This paper attempts to frame the Marine Corps’ discussion of those military concerns.

I’d like to thank my wife, Byung Hee for the editing and willingness to listen to me endlessly talk about Arctic while I wrote this paper. I couldn’t have completed this project without her. Dr. Benjamin Jensen made this project happen, many thanks for the steady hand and guidance.
Introduction

The world will see the Arctic Ocean rise as a strategically important maritime commons in the mid to late 21st century. Sea-ice has historically been the barrier to development and economic activity in the Arctic Ocean littorals. That condition is changing as the coastal areas of the North American and Eurasian continents are seeing longer periods of reduced ice coverage during the annual June to October summer thaw. Reduced sea-ice will create two favorable conditions for Arctic development and economic activity, navigable shipping lanes through the Arctic Ocean open and petroleum resources become accessible and exploitable. World interest in the Arctic will increase as economic activity in the Arctic becomes more viable due to the reduced ice coverage.

Increased worldwide attention on the Arctic affects the United States and the pursuit of its Arctic interests. The United States recognizes the potential in the Arctic for economic gain and the potential for a greater military presence in the region. The Naval Services will see an increased requirement to operate in the Arctic, protecting US sovereignty by providing maritime security and ensuring free-passage through international waters. This paper investigates the Marine Corps role in the Arctic Ocean littorals in the context of the Single Naval Battle concept and the Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF).

Marine Corps long-range planning, beyond 2025, must account for a strategically important Arctic Ocean and begin developing concepts for the employment of amphibious forces in an Arctic littoral environment. The unique Arctic environment brings the potential for new operational concepts and non-traditional uses and configurations of the MAGTF. An Arctic MAGTF will function differently than a western Pacific MAGTF or a Mediterranean MAGTF by performing different missions and requiring different capabilities.
Under the Single Naval Battle concept, a MAGTF uniquely fills the sea control capability gaps the Navy faces in the Arctic. A properly equipped MAGTF could establish multi-domain control of the straits and approaches to the Arctic Ocean to deny or ensure access to resources and movement through the Arctic shipping lanes. Sea control is only one example of a potential Arctic MAGTF mission, but one that raises interesting force structure and capability implications for the Marine Corps.

This paper attempts to accomplish four objectives to illustrate the need to develop concepts like an Arctic MAGTF in a sea-control mission. The first is to capture a sense of the future long-term strategic importance of the Arctic by describing the changing environment and framing the Arctic security problem in the context of the global implications of those changes. The second point describes the current national and DoD strategic level policy on the Arctic and highlights potential changes to those policies that will cue Marine Corps planners that the design of an Arctic operational concept should begin. The third objective is to illustrate to the Marine Corps the necessity of considering Arctic littoral operations in its long-term planning. Lastly, this paper addresses the operational limitations the joint force faces in the Arctic to frame future Marine Corps capability development.

This paper does not advocate for an immediate change to current policies and plans. The issues and considerations presented will likely rise to prominence in the 2025-2050 timeframe, outside of the planning window described in current Marine Corps strategic documents. As such, this research serves to inform the current Marine Corps planners and capability developers researching the Arctic and intends to spark a discussion on the future Arctic within the Marine Corps.
There is a large degree of uncertainty about the future Arctic. Predicting when and how the environment will change is difficult. Discussing the Arctic and future military operations in that region beyond 2025 requires an assumption that the current trends in Arctic ice melt will continue, enabling greater shipping traffic and resource exploitation. One must also assume that the shipping traffic and resource exploitation activity in the Arctic will become significant enough to warrant a military presence in the Arctic that is greater than the present day. A final assumption is that the future National Security Strategy and corresponding National Military Strategy will demand a greater military presence in the Arctic.

The Operational Environment

Designing an operation in the Arctic begins with framing the Arctic environment. The Arctic Ocean is an ice-covered ocean bounded by the continental landmasses of North America and Eurasia. Three accepted definitions describe the geographic boundaries of the Arctic. Countries, governments, and non-government organizations may utilize any of the three when referring to the region, complicating a discussion on the Arctic. The common geographic definitions of the Arctic are: the area north of the limit of upright tree growth on the North American and Eurasian continents, high latitude locations where the average daily summer temperature does not rise above 10 degrees Celsius and the Arctic Circle, or the circular area south of the north pole where the sun does not set between 21 June (the summer solstice) and 21 December (the winter solstice). The Arctic Circle defines the Arctic region for the purpose of this paper. (See Figure 1 for a graphic depiction of the three Arctic definitions.)

The region within the Arctic Circle comprises 6 percent of the earth’s surface, or approximately 8,100,000 square miles. Ice covers the Arctic Ocean for the majority of the year.
and only submarines or ice-capable and icebreaking ships can access the ocean. Ice formation in the Arctic is cyclical. During the warmer summer months of July through October the sea-ice thins and recedes. Over the winter months the ice thickens and re-freezes. The ice conditions in the Arctic, however, are changing.

The Arctic ice cap, or Polar ice cap, which limits sea surface navigation, is shrinking. Yearly ice cover in the Arctic has lost 10 percent of its size every decade since the 1970’s. The sea-ice loss is accelerating and the littoral areas of the Arctic Ocean are experiencing summer periods (July to October) with no ice cover present. Climate and ice flow models indicate the Arctic littoral regions may see ice coverage free summer periods by 2037.
Two sea routes are open in the Arctic Ocean littorals during the ice-free periods (see figure 2). The Northern Sea Route (NSR) extends along the Arctic coast of Russia from the Barents Sea to the Bering Strait. The Northwest Sea Route, or Northwest Passage (NWP), transits US waters and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago from the Bering Strait to the Davis Strait. Since 2007, the NSR and the NWP have been ice-cover free and open to shipping during the summer months.
The Arctic Ocean joins the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans through a series of narrow waterways and straits. These natural chokepoints provide ships and submarines access to the NWP and the NSR. The most notable strait, and natural chokepoint in U.S territory, is the Bering Strait between Alaska and Russia. The Bering Strait is 85 kilometers wide at its narrowest point, and the NWP and NSR access the Pacific Ocean by transiting the Chukchi Sea through the Bering Strait to the Bering Sea in the south.

The NWP transits the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, which is a large area of islands and mainland coast with 36,000 individual pieces of dry land above sea level. Five primary routes through the Archipelago make up the NWP; each route is viable, depending on the ice conditions and the size of the ship making the transit. Numerous straits and narrows constrain the NWP
routes throughout their length. On the western side of the NWP the routes pass through the Amundsen Gulf, which is 90 km wide at its narrowest, or the M’Clure Strait, which is 120 km wide at its narrowest. On the eastern end of the NWP, the routes transit either the Hudson Strait at 100 km wide or the Lancaster Sound at 80 km wide to enter the Davis Strait between Canada and Greenland.

The NSR is similar to the NWP in that a vessel may transit several routes depending on ice conditions and vessel characteristics. Five seas comprise the NSR, the Barents, Kara, Laptev, East Siberian and Chukchi. Restrictive straits link the five seas, which serve as chokepoints to cut the NSR. The navigable straits between the Barents, Kara, Laptev and East Siberian seas range from 53 km to 57 km wide. The Long Strait between the East Siberian and Chukchi Sea is 139 km wide.

Straits and narrow waterways are militarily significant geographic characteristics of the NWP and the NSR. These natural chokepoints offer a military force control of surface ship traffic through the Arctic passages. Defending these straits and keeping the passages open will be important to any country that relies on the Arctic for resources or mobility.

Global and US Interest in the Arctic

The Arctic sea routes present opportunities to the global shipping interests. Routing ships through the Arctic nearly halves the shipping distance between Europe and Asia, compared to routing ships through the Suez or Panama Canals. Travelling via the NSR reduces the shipping time from Yokohama, Japan, to Hamburg, Germany, by 11 days as compared to the Suez Canal. Ships average approximately a 20 percent savings in fuel as well. Total savings for one large
petroleum tanker ship in fuel costs and canal fees are approximately $200,800 in 2012 fuel prices.\textsuperscript{15}

Interest in the Arctic routes and use of the Arctic routes is growing and traffic is increasing on the NSR in particular. From 2007 to 2010, 21 ships transited the NSR. Forty-one ships transited in 2011: 26 cargo ships and 14 non-cargo ships. In 2012, 46 total ships, 35 cargo ships and 11 other non-cargo ships, transited the NSR carrying 1,022,577 tons of cargo.\textsuperscript{16} Using the cost savings figures above and assuming that the savings for each ship are relatively the same, the shipping industry saved $7,028,000 on the NSR. The economic benefit of shortened shipping distances is an attractive proposition that will bring greater shipping activity as the ice continues to diminish and access to the Arctic passages increases.

The NSR is becoming a global energy transportation route. Of note in the NSR transportation figures above, 22 of the 62 cargo-carrying ships transported natural gas and petroleum products from Europe and Russia to China, South Korea, and Thailand.\textsuperscript{17} If this trend continues, then a shift in the patterns of global energy shipping is beginning and the strategic importance of the NSR will rise.

The NWP, the sea route over North America, is not as active as the NSR. Very little cargo shipping transits the NWP. In 2010 and 2011 the majority of the shipping traffic was research ships and tourist cruise ships.\textsuperscript{18} There are fewer less ports, less infrastructure and fewer icebreakers in the NWP than the NSR to support shipping. Canada is considering increasing the capability of the NWP to support commercial shipping by upgrading several of its northern ports. The NWP is likely to experience more traffic in the future as shipping above North America becomes more viable and Canada increases its support infrastructure.
The shrinking sea-ice is not only opening new shipping routes but it is also opening access to natural resources. Arctic oil is abundant and strategically valuable to all of the Arctic countries. Approximately 10 percent of the world’s known petroleum reserves and a projected 25-40 percent of world wide undiscovered reserves lie in the Arctic. These estimates are based on conventional oil and gas sources and do not include oil shale and methane gas hydrates. Newer extraction methods and sources could significantly increase the available petroleum in the Arctic Ocean. There is not yet enough data collected from Arctic exploration to estimate these other sources.

The Arctic oil and gas resources available to the United States are valuable. The US Arctic economic exclusion zone (EEZ) contains 30 billion barrels of estimated oil reserves and 221 trillion cubic feet of natural gas. At 2012 annual oil consumption rates of 7 billion barrels, the oil held in the US Arctic can supply the country for about 4 years and the natural gas can supply the country for 9 years. The US Arctic is a petroleum rich region with considerable strategic value.

Canada, Norway, Denmark and Russia have significant Arctic resources of their own. Canada holds a potential 9.7 billion barrels of oil within its EEZ. Russian Arctic territorial claims, disputed by Canada, Norway and the US, potentially contain 60 percent of the oil and gas resources available in the Arctic. Russia is accessing more of its Arctic oil and gas reserves than any other Arctic country. It maintains a well-developed oil and gas exploitation infrastructure.

The Arctic also contains mineral and fisheries resources that are potentially valuable to the Arctic countries. Manganese, copper, cobalt, zinc and gold are abundant in the Arctic. These minerals lie on both the ocean floor and on the land areas within the Arctic Circle.
Warming ocean water is causing fisheries to shift north as well. Fish populations usually found in the northern Pacific and northern Atlantic oceans are moving into Arctic waters as they warm. Commercial fishing fleets are following these populations.

The human population in the Arctic littorals is small, significantly smaller less than other littoral areas of the world that are generally characterized by large urban populations. Approximately 4 million people live in the Arctic region. Russia holds the majority of the Arctic population with its largest city, Murmansk, maintaining a population of 307,000. In comparison, the largest US population center above the Arctic Circle is Barrow, Alaska, with 4,429 residents. This small Arctic population may possibly grow as activity increases, certainly as resource exploitation means become more economically viable.

The United States, Canada, Denmark, Norway and Russia bound the Arctic Ocean and make up the Arctic Five countries. Alaska provides the United States its access to the Arctic. Canada possesses a large archipelago north of its contiguous coastline in the Arctic Ocean. Denmark administers the island of Greenland to access the Arctic and Norway accesses the arctic through Svalbard Island. Russia is the largest of the Arctic Five, two thirds of the total Russian coastline is on the Arctic Ocean.

Competing claims of sovereignty between the Arctic nations exist, issues that were not a priority of diplomatic effort when sea-ice limited access to the Arctic. The boundary between the United States and Canada in the Beaufort Sea remains unresolved. The Russian and United States boundary agreement for the Bering Strait is still awaiting ratification by Russia. Canada and Russia have competing claims on the Lomonosov Ridge that extends under the North Pole and could double the size of those countries’ Arctic under-sea territory. As access to the Arctic
increases, resolving these competing claims will become a more urgent issue in political relations.

These competing and unresolved sovereignty claims are the greatest potential driver of increased military operations in the Arctic. Diplomacy has solved previous territorial disputes so there is no reason to doubt that the Arctic countries cannot resolve their issues peacefully. It is possible, however, to generate scenarios where the nexus of high energy demands and open access to the Arctic comes together to escalate tensions in the region. Other scenarios can be drawn up that see the Arctic passages denied to countries involved in conflict outside of the Arctic. This scenario could lead to military operations aimed at opening the passages. Militarization of the Arctic is not inevitable but it is certainly plausible.

An accessible Arctic may create political and economic impacts outside of the Arctic region. A change in global shipping lanes may be occurring with petroleum products shipped through the NSR. The world may see a shift in sea-borne trade and commerce that could change the global importance of major ports and coastal cities. Current ports like Singapore, a major global shipping hub, could decline in significance while other port cities gain. Norway and Iceland are exploring developing ports to serve as Arctic shipping hubs. These changes may shift the strategic calculus of the United States and possibly the emphasis the Marine Corps places on particular global regions. The history of the development of Singapore and San Francisco offer an example of the influence global shipping has on ports.

The rise of Singapore as a global shipping center is illustrative of the changes that global trade can generate. Singapore’s location at the entrance to the Malacca Straits and passage between the Indian Ocean and China Sea together with its large natural harbor made it an ideal port. The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 increased traffic through Singapore by giving
European steamships a shorter route to Asia through the Red Sea, Indian Ocean, through the Malacca Straits to the western Pacific region. Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, Singapore became a chief port of call and a significant global trade hub.40

The modern port of Singapore is ranked number two in the world for total shipping volume, and the state of Singapore is ranked 5th in the world in gross domestic product per capita.41 This shipping volume, and the economic prosperity it brings, could change if shipping companies decide the Arctic sea routes are more cost effective to move goods from Europe to Asia. A reduction in shipping volume through Singapore will impact Singapore’s economic and political power.

San Francisco illustrates the fall of a major port city caused by changes in global shipping patterns. San Francisco grew as a major city because it was the first shipping port on the West Coast of the United States and the terminus of the transcontinental railroad.42 In the 19th and early 20th centuries, the city was the primary port for the export and import of goods from Asia. San Francisco’s economy boomed as a major port city.

Global shipping patterns changed in the latter part of the 20th century. The city of Seattle became a preferred west coast port. Seattle is one day closer to Asia than San Francisco is, US railroads were connected to that city soon after the transcontinental railroad was completed.43 Seattle’s rise created San Francisco’s decline. San Francisco’s economy now is primarily based on tourism and technology development, although its port facilities still receive significant business.44

Singapore and San Francisco are two examples of the influence global shipping routes have on port cities and the economy. The opening of the Arctic shipping routes and the potential they have in the future to change global shipping patterns could bring global changes. Cities and
ports near the Arctic passages could grow in significance due to shipping, following the Singapore example. Significant cities in other parts of the world could see a decline in shipping activity and a loss of economic activity, similar to San Francisco.

The factors of increasingly viable shipping routes, strategically valuable petroleum resources, growing human population, unresolved sovereignty issues and shifting global shipping patterns add up to an increased security problem in the Arctic. Adversaries in future conflicts could see the Arctic as a strategically vital area to control, either defending their interests or attacking each other’s interests. The US will be drawn to the Arctic as a country with significant interests in an open and exploitable Arctic. The US Navy and the Marine Corps face a future where they will be required to protect and advance US Arctic interests. Current US policy on the Arctic, however, does not yet fully reflect this future.

The Arctic in DOD and Marine Corps Thinking

The National Security Strategy and major DoD strategy and concept documents see the Arctic as an area of concern, but not necessarily a priority mission area for the immediate future. National policy towards the Arctic was established in 1999 with National Security Presidential Directive 66/Homeland Security Presidential Directive 25 (NSPD 66/HSPD 25), Arctic Region Policy. The 2010 National Security Strategy restates the broad goals of NSPD 66/HSPD 25; “The United States is an Arctic Nation with broad and fundamental interests in the Arctic region, where we seek to meet our national security needs, protect the environment, responsibly manage resources, account for indigenous communities, support scientific research, and strengthen international cooperation on a wide range of issues.”45 This twelve-year-old national policy guidance is indicative of the effort the Joint Forces should put towards preparing for the Arctic.
Updated national policy on the Arctic, when it is produced, should spur greater effort from the Marine Corps.

Within the DoD the thinking on the Arctic is more robust. The 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), which sets the four-year priorities for the DoD, generally describes the Arctic as an area of interest over the long term. The Arctic, as described in the QDR, requires close collaboration with interagency and international partners to improve human and environmental security in the region. 46 DoD will partner with the Department of State, DHS, the National Science Foundation (NSF) among others, and countries such as Russia, Canada and Norway to operate in the Arctic.

The 2011 National Military Strategy describes the Arctic only as creating a need to partner with Canada to address the security issues in that “evolving” region.47 The 2012 Defense Strategic Guidance (DSG), which describes a rebalancing to the Asia-Pacific region, makes no mention of the Arctic as focus area for the US military. The US Forces’ role in conducting presence operations abroad is described in the DSG under the Provide a Stabilizing Presence mission as requiring “thoughtful choices regarding the location and frequency of these operations”.48 The Arctic may or may not be an area in which the military will increase under this guidance.

The US Navy considers the Arctic as a potential operating area. The 2007 Cooperative Strategy for 21St Century Seapower describes the Arctic as a region of “new resource development and new shipping routes that may reshape the global transport system”49 A US Navy Arctic Roadmap was published in 2009 to identify the Navy’s strategic objectives in the Arctic region, identify the activities to achieve those objectives and describe the investments necessary to develop capabilities in the Arctic.50
Under the direction of the Arctic Roadmap, the Navy published its strategic objectives for the Arctic region. The Navy’s desired end state in the Arctic is a “safe, stable, secure Arctic region where US national and maritime interests are safeguarded, and the homeland is protected.”\textsuperscript{51} Under the roadmap, the immediate needs of the Arctic region are icebreaking vessels, search and rescue capabilities, and maritime law enforcement and safety monitoring. The Navy assesses that the US Coast Guard is capable of meeting these needs for the immediate future.

The Navy’s Arctic roadmap and the Arctic Strategic Objectives undergo a review and update following each Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR). The upcoming 2014 QDR should generate changes in the Navy’s Arctic planning considering the DSG directed rebalancing to the Pacific. The Arctic may decrease in priority when balanced against other regions of the world. Even if the Navy sees the Arctic as less of a priority, the changes in the Arctic ice coverage are occurring and the region will rise in prominence. The Marine Corps can leverage the Navy’s Arctic planning to begin its own studies of the Arctic to determine when Arctic requirements may begin to increase.

The Marine Corps’ major strategic documents do not address the Arctic as a specific or separated region in which to operate. Marine Corps Vision and Strategy 2025, which informs combatant commanders and the civilian leadership of the Marine Corps’ contributions to national security, describes five global regions the Marine Corps will prioritize for operations. These are the littoral regions of East and Southeast Asia, the Middle East, Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean and the Mediterranean Sea.\textsuperscript{52} The document does highlight the Marine Corps’ expeditionary preparedness to operate in austere and inhospitable conditions and the Corps’ institutional adaptability, both of which are traits that would be required in the Arctic.\textsuperscript{53}
The upcoming QDR in 2014 and the subsequent review of the Navy Arctic Roadmap and Arctic Strategic Objectives will likely affect DoD thinking on the Arctic. It is conjecture to predict if the QDR will emphasize or de-emphasize the Arctic, but if the 2012 DSG is an indicator than it is possible the Arctic may not be a region of concern or significance. The QDR focuses on a four-year window and significant change in the Arctic and the economic viability of resource extraction will not likely occur before the next QDR in 2018. What is more certain is the environmental indications that the Arctic will continue to change over the long-term, generating global shifts in shipping and trade and energy resources, and will require the DoD to focus more on the area.

**The Marine Corps’ Way Ahead in the Arctic**

The Arctic is not an immediate concern for Marine Corps operational planning, at least not up to 2025 as described in current Headquarters Marine Corps long range planning. The current Arctic represents a similar time to the 1920’s Pacific in Marine Corps thinking and concept development. At that time, major conflict in the Pacific was two decades away but planning for operations began among Marine Corps senior leadership. Concepts were tested, new equipment was developed, and new doctrine was created to solve the problem of landing forces on defended islands. During this period of concentration on the Pacific, combat operations were ongoing in Nicaragua and China. Combat on the Pacific islands was conceptual, but this work led to the successful campaigns of WWII.

The Marine Corps faces a similar period of time, in the first third of the 21st century, to study the Arctic and develop concepts and plans. It is necessary to study the Arctic as a concept for the future while current strategic shifts, the focus on the Pacific for example, are ongoing.
The Arctic is not a foreign environment to the Marine Corps, and current operations in that region provide opportunities to study the complexities of MAGTF Arctic operations and build on existing capabilities.

The Marine Corps currently pre-positions equipment above the Arctic Circle in Norway. This equipment set supports a MAGTF built around an infantry battalion task force and a composite aviation squadron. Marine Corps forces, usually drawn from the reserves, conduct exercises with other NATO forces in Norway, utilizing this equipment and developing skills for operating in the Arctic. Maintaining this presence and equipment in the Arctic region provides a test bed for expanding the capabilities to operate in that region and adapt to the future potential changes.

The capability to operate in the Arctic, both for the Marine Corps and the other Naval Services, will be built around mission sets. The joint Marine Corps, Navy, and Coast Guard Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower describes the six broad capabilities that the Naval Services will perform: forward presence, deterrence, sea control, power projection, maritime security, and humanitarian assistance and disaster response. The Arctic littorals are no exception to this strategy and the Naval Services can expect to conduct missions within all of these broad capability areas.

Operations in the Arctic littorals may be a novel expression of the Single Naval Battle Concept. The Single Naval Battle approach integrates the elements of the naval force into a cohesive whole. Marine Corps and Navy forces provide a multi-domain approach that eliminates the seams between air, land, and sea. The operational limitations of the Arctic, namely ice-capable ships and command and control capability gaps, create a need for the elements of the Naval Services to complement each other in non-traditional ways. Land forces may provide sea
control. Surface forces may provide navigation aids. These complementary capabilities are understood better when framed by the capability areas from the Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower.

Seapower operations in the Arctic will be inherently a forward presence operation. The distances involved in reaching the Arctic Ocean and the lack of infrastructure, particularly in the US Arctic and the NWP, will require forward deployed maritime assets. The US Coast Guard routinely establishes temporary forward basing areas in and above the Bering Strait in Alaska during the ice-free summer months to increase its capability to respond to incidents in the US Arctic waters. The Marine Corps could similarly deploy to forward bases in the Arctic, potentially into areas where sea-ice prevents Navy and Coast Guard non-ice strengthened ships to operate.

Deterrence operations in the Arctic are not new to the Joint Force. US Strategic Command and NORAD conduct nuclear deterrence operations and homeland defense operations over and under the Arctic Ocean since the 1950’s. The nature of deterrence operations will change as the Arctic environment changes. Conventional deterrence operations will become as important as nuclear deterrence. Nations with icebreaker capabilities may be able to operate in Arctic waters that Navy and Coast Guard ships will not be able to reach. Ground, air and submarine forces will be the only conventional deterrent to incursions into US Arctic waters until ice-capable ships are brought on-line.

Sea control operations will face a similar challenge as deterrence operations. Controlling the sea in an icy region without ice-capable surface ships will become a ground, air and submarine mission. A possible solution to the sea control problem in the Arctic would be joint submarine and ground force operations to established localized sea, air and land dominance.
Land and air delivered fires may require navigation aids to augment GPS systems, surface ships outside of the ice zones may provide position and timing data to guided weapons.

Power projection operations will be important in the Arctic littorals. Ensuring freedom of passage in the NWP and the NSR will become a mission for the Naval Services. Partnering with allied nations like the Arctic NATO partners and other nations orienting towards the Arctic may help fill capability gaps in the US Naval Forces. Marine Corps forces partner with British, Norwegian and Dutch ships to land amphibious forces above the Arctic Circle in Norway during the Cold Response exercises. Partnering may provide a solution to fill US and allied nation Arctic security problems.

Maritime security operations are the mission set the Coast Guard currently provides, on a limited scale, in the Arctic. Coast Guard assets in the Arctic conduct search and rescue, marine environmental protection, fisheries enforcement, marine safety and waterways management missions. A future ice-free Arctic will likely require maritime security operations beyond the Coast Guard capability. The Marine Corps may find space in the maritime security operations area by augmenting the Coast Guard or operating off of Coast Guard ships. Collaborating with the Coast Guard now can give the Marine Corps access to the US Arctic and give Marine Corps planners an opportunity to gain an understanding of the Arctic outside of Norway.

Humanitarian assistance and disaster response operations are likely to increase in frequency as the human activity in the Arctic increases. Joint forces could be requested to respond to oil spills, shipping accidents or other man-made events. An example of this type of operation is the military assistance given to the Kulluk Salvage, a Royal Dutch Shell oil company mobile drilling barge that was grounded in a storm near Prudhoe Bay, Alaska in early 2013. During the response to the incident, Alaska Air National Guard helicopters staged out of a
US Coast Guard base to ferry supplies and repair parts to the barge.\textsuperscript{64} Marine Corps forces could similarly work with Alaska National Guard and other state assets, Coast Guard forces and other interagency assets when operating in the Arctic.

Focusing closer on the sea control mission, the former Soviet Union provides a good study of the use of amphibious forces to address the challenges of military operations in the Arctic. In the mid-1980’s the Center for Naval Analysis determined that in a conventional (non-nuclear) war with the US the Soviet Union would consider the Arctic as a vital strategic link between the North Atlantic and the North Pacific. To gain control of the Arctic region, the Soviet Armed Forces would seize the straits that make up the approaches to the Arctic Ocean, the Bering Strait, the passages through the Canadian Archipelago and Greenland and Norway.

The Soviets planned to use a joint amphibious campaign to seize and hold the straits. Naval forces would land ground troops supported by land-based aircraft. Using air and land forces and naval mines to hold and blockade the Arctic approaches would assure access to the Arctic for the Soviet Navy. Command of these approaches and the airspace above the Arctic would set the conditions for the Soviet Navy to establish control of the Arctic Ocean and deny its use to the US and NATO navies.\textsuperscript{65} Marine Corps forces could operate in the Arctic in a mission set similar to the Soviets’.

It is possible that the US may have to project power or conduct sea control operations in the Arctic before sufficient ice-capable surface combatants come into service for the Navy, or before the ice conditions diminish to a level safe enough for non-ice capable ships. In a short duration conflict with limited naval forces opposing each other, submarine and air forces could suffice to establish sea control. A larger conflict involving peer competitors that takes place in the Atlantic or Pacific Oceans could create a situation where the US would require assured
access to the Arctic sea lines of communication (SLOCs), the NWP and the NSR, while denying the region to hostile forces.

The attractiveness of the Arctic sea-lanes as a shorter route between Asia and eastern United States makes this scenario plausible. A potential US adversary may recognize the strategic value of the Arctic Straits to the US and seek to deny the Arctic passages and the distance advantages they provide. Rather than commit valuable naval and air forces to a fight on the periphery of the main theater, a MAGTF could achieve sea control in the narrows and straits that dominate the Arctic passages. This potential mission space is one Single Naval Battle concept the Marine Corps could pursue in the Arctic.

Employing a MAGTF in the Arctic to control the sea would not be the first use of Marine Corps forces to secure SLOCs. During WWII, the Marine Corps Defense Battalions secured islands throughout the South Pacific to maintain the SLOCs between the US and Australia. The Defense Battalions were combined arms organizations made up of coastal defense artillery, anti-aircraft guns and a machine gun battery. Infantry companies were added to the battalions after the Battle of Wake Island. The Defense Battalions were also equipped with the sensor systems of that era: radar, searchlights, radio direction-finding equipment and sound location systems.

The original concept of operations for the Defense Battalions tasked them with defending strategically important Pacific islands. That concept was modified after the attack on Pearl Harbor to include offensive operations. By 1942 the Defense Battalions were conducting amphibious landings in the Samoan Island Chain. The mission of the Defense Battalions were to establish and defend airfields to support US Army Air Corps and Marine Corps aircraft, deny those islands to the Japanese, and free up naval surface combatants for offensive operations.
By combining coastal artillery, anti-aircraft weapons, ground weapons, and sensors the Marine Corps created a unique capability that was adapted to support amphibious maneuver and to establish persistent sea-control.

An Arctic MAGTF could operate in a similar manner to the Defense Battalions to achieve the regional control similar to what the Soviets planned by establishing localized air, land and sea surface dominance on the SLOCs. Working with a submarine force, the MAGTF could establish full sea control. Adding a submarine to a MAGTF would not be easy; there are considerable command and control and technology issues to resolve. Unmanned underwater vehicles, perhaps armed, are another possible solution to extend the MAGTF capability beneath the surface of the sea.

Conceivably, a Special Purpose MAGTF organized like a Defense Battalion, built around a surface launched anti-ship missile system and an air-defense system, could provide a combined arms sea control capability in a narrow waterway like the Bering Strait. Fixed and Rotary wing air assets could extend the sensor range, targeting capability and strike capability of the MAGTF. Ground based air defense systems could provide local protection to the ground forces.

The Arctic oriented MAGTF described above could extend the range of non ice-capable naval forces into the ice zones and deny the approaches the Arctic Ocean to hostile ice capable forces. This type of operation could be an economy of force mission, controlling the sea from the land while the bulk of the Naval forces operate in other theaters or areas of the world. Adding partner nations to the operation would possibly increase the MAGTF capability and reduce the burden on US Naval forces.

Developing and testing this sea control concept and other concepts is possible in the current budget constrained environment. The NATO Arctic allies-Canada, Norway, and
Denmark-present opportunities for the Marine Corps to gain more experience in the Arctic and test the validity of operational concepts without adding additional budget pressure. Participating in the Arctic exercises in Norway and conducting security cooperation missions with Arctic countries may provide a low-cost solution to monitoring the state of the Arctic and generating concepts. Maintaining a degree of liaison with those countries will ensure a cadre of Arctic minded officers to remain engaged and focused on this area.

Close cooperation with less traditional joint and interagency partners is another potential avenue for the Marine Corps to gain an understanding of the Arctic. The US Coast Guard operates in the Arctic and maintains the only ice-capable ships in the US inventory. The Navy research and development community and the National Science Foundation conduct submarine borne scientific expeditions to study Arctic ice and environmental conditions. Leveraging these communities, the Marine Corps could access areas of the Arctic outside of Norway.

Challenges to Marine Corps and Joint Force Operations in the Arctic

The US military currently operates in the Arctic; however, there are technical limitations and capability gaps that challenge the ability of the Joint Force to conduct the full range of military operations. It is noted by the DoD that current capabilities are sufficient for the Arctic mission requirements right now, but these capability sets must be re-assessed as conditions in the Arctic change and human activity in the region increases. Monitoring the status of these limitations and gaps, and shaping the solutions where appropriate, will inform the Marine Corps capability developers on when increased Arctic operations may be required.

The Navy and the US Coast Guard currently lack icebreaking and ice-capable ships. The Coast Guard maintains two icebreakers in its fleet: a heavy icebreaker capable of operating year-
round in the Arctic and a medium icebreaker capable of operating in the lighter ice conditions of
the spring, summer and fall. This current icebreaking capability is deemed insufficient for the
current Coast Guard mission requirements in the Arctic and not capable of supporting US Navy
operations in the Arctic. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is reviewing the
budget options to fund additional Coast Guard icebreaker acquisitions in the future.

The US Navy does not maintain ice-capable surface combatant ships for employment in
ice conditions. An ice-capable ship does not break ice, but is constructed with a reinforced hull
that can withstand light ice conditions and ice impacts. Although the ice-coverage in the Arctic
is shrinking and freeing up shipping routes, icebergs and light surface ice can always be present.
Any ship operating in the region should be reinforced for safety.

Although surface combatants are limited in the Arctic, Navy submarines have operated in
the region since 1958 and the submarine forces test and validate Arctic tactics and operations in
periodic exercises. The Navy is assessing its mission requirements for ice-capable surface
ships in the Arctic for future budget submissions and maintains the US Navy Arctic Roadmap to
monitor and track capability gaps and solutions.

Communications and precision navigation in the Arctic is also a challenge to operations.
US military navigation and communications systems are optimized for non-Arctic regions,
degradation of these systems affect the safety and performance of military systems above the
Arctic Circle. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is less capable in the Arctic, with vertical
navigation errors that affect precision-guided munitions due to the geometry of the satellite
constellation in relation to GPS receivers and interference from the ionosphere. Magnetic and
inertial navigation devices become less precise in relation to the North Pole due to reduced
effects of the Earth’s rotation. High Frequency and Very High Frequency communications
experience increased disturbances and disruptions due to ionosphere effects that decrease the range and reliability of these systems. Current communications and navigation capabilities in the Arctic are insufficient to support large-scale Joint Force operations.

**Conclusion**

The Arctic is not the region the Marine Corps must plan for now, but it is a region the Marine Corps must plan for in the years beyond 2025. As human activity grows in the Arctic, the need for security will grow as well. Current capability gaps in ice-capable ships may persist into the future. The MAGTF may fill a gap in the Naval Services’ ability to establish sea control in the Arctic by operating in the straits and narrow waterways that make up the NWP and NSR.

New concepts for amphibious operations and novel uses of the MAGTF may grow from planning for Arctic operations. The Soviet plans to establish sea and air control in the Arctic straits and the use of the Marine Corps Defense Battalions in WWII present a point of departure to shape Marine Corps concept development. These concepts, in turn, may drive the development of capabilities with application in other littoral areas and straits.

Thinking about the Arctic by considering the complexities of the environment and how a future Marine Corps may operate in the region presents an opportunity to develop concepts and test them at the edge of current MAGTF and Joint Force capability. Studying the Arctic in the first third of the 21st century ensures the Marine Corps readiness in the mid-century for an uncertain future in a strategically important region.
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